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Summary 

This article - "The translation of an advertisement as part of the special language 
instruction of would-be translators of Chinese" - is based on experience gathered 
in teaching both German student translators at Humboldt University, Berlin, and 
Chinese participants in a translators' crash-course at the Peking branch of the 
Goethe Institute. The two groups were not, at first, accustomed to consider a text 
as a whole entity; instead, they almost automatically broke it up into words and 
phrases and sentences. In translation, however, we are faced with texts in well
defined contexts and with well-defined purposes. They are characterized both by 
their linguistic and non-linguistic features. Translatological text linguistics, there
fore, makes a point of considering the purpose of a translation, the social an_d 
cultural conventions involved, etc. In effect, the scope of linguistic analysis is 
broadened, since sociological and speech act considerations, to mention just two 
disciplines, are brought into play. In this way, due attention is paid to the fact that 
language users make a choice of the linguistic means employed in accord_ance 
with the purpose of their communication. The factors influencing the functional 
structure of a given text may differ between any two languages, a fact that has to 
be duly considered when a text is to be adequately translated, i. e. when the tar
get-language text is meant to fulfil the same function as the source-language text. 
This presented quite a difficult problem for students at first. One way to handl_e 
this difficulty is demonstrated in this article, which describes how a group of Ch~
nese students analyzed a German text, an advertisement translated from the Chi
nese, and finally replaced it by a new and, hopefully, improved version of their 
own. German students would certainly face different problems in various re
spects, but the methodological approach would be the same. 
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Features of Chinese Medical Language 

Nigel Wiseman 

1. Introduction 

The language of Chinese medicine is an LSP language because it meets two of 
the basic definitions: 

1. It is a language used by a group of people involved in a specialist activity. 
2. It is a language characterized by a set of terms with which the layman is 

unfamiliar or which carry meanings with which the layman is unfamiliar. 
The two main social and linguistic criteria embrace a large number oflanguage 

forms. While we tend nowadays to think ofLSPs as being the technical languages 
of modern academic disciplines and the technologies of our industrial world, we 
must not forget that there are many other fonns of language that fall within the 
purview of the LSP theorist. The languages spoken by sailors, farmers and 
craftsmen before the modem age were also LSPs. Even though the users of these 
forerunners to technical languages did not list their terms in specialist dictionar
ies, the nature of their occupations nevertheless created need for a vocabulary, a 
set of words and expressions whose form or content marked them as being differ
ent from the LGP. 

The workings of the human body and the mechanisms of disease are a great 
challenge to the human intellect. Let us look at the Chinese response to this chal
lenge, and how it found its expression in language. 

2. Origins of Chinese medicine and Its Terminology 

Before the third century B.C., explanations of disease in China were dominated 
by the notion of supernatural agency. Disease was explained in terms of suffering 
inflicted on individuals by demons or ancestral spirits, suffering that could be re
lieved by offerings or incantations to pacify supernatural wrath. Drugs are thought 
to have played an important role in health care at this time, but on a purely em-
pirical basis. . . . 

Between the third and first centuries B.C., concurrently with the umfication of 
the Chinese empire. a new understanding of disease supplemented an~ came_ to 
dominate over ancestral and demonological concepts, an understandmg which 
employed notions of natural law. . . 

With this development, a complex array of attempts to explain phys10logy and 
pathology emerged. And in this intellectual process,_ there arose _ideas that _re
quired expression in language. It is therefore at this pomt that we witness the bn:th 
of a language for the special purpose of describing processes of health and dis
ease. 
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Early Chinese medical records do not give any account of the reasoning that 
led to the new understanding of health and sickness. This can only be infered 
from conclusions. It would appear that knowledge of physiological and patho
logical processes proceeded from two distinct points of discussion. 

One was an analytical approach, based on the notion that body was composed 
of different parts and organs that each performed some fi.mction that could be de
duced from their physical characteristics (for example, the alimentary tract com
posed of different organs all involved with the digestion of food and processing of 
waste). 

Af~Ht'~ V-JUW£. JiWr:)HiJJt{ Organs, Parts. and Substances of the Body 

JJF gan liver 

-~-- xin 
IJOi pt 
Jlrfi fet 
t/lf shen 
!lf:7 dan 
rn we1 I J 

llM chang 
1)0/l)t pangguang 

Other body parts: 

&-r~ h1 

Il er 
I l mu 
11 kou 
r½· she 
flt chun 
® ch, 
~Jj Jin 
WK mm 
rt-.Y.. pt 
'L mao 
~ fa 
tt gu 
W'' f<I nao 

"Substances": 

~ill sui 
Jlil. xue 
m jing 
~{ qt 
~ let 

heart 
spleen 
lung 
kidney 
gallbladder 
stomach 
intestines 
bladder 

nose 
ear 
eye 
mouth 
tongue 
lip 
teeth 
smew 
vessel 
skin 
[bodyJ hair 
hair 
bone 
brain 

marrow 
blood 
essence 
q1 
tears 
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n han sweat 
ifil xian drool 
i3¥l ti snivel (nasal mucus) 
rllfi tuo spittle 
1)..,; 1'< tan phlegm 
bi ntao unnc 

Some of the main entities discussed in Chinese medicine are those kno\vn to the 
layman and named with the lay tenns, as can be seen from this list. The tenns that 
you see here are among the most commonly used terms of Chinese medicine. 

The analytical approach, however, was not as productive an inductive ap
proach that sought correspondences between phenomena. The yin-yang and five
phase systems of correspondence devised by philosophers proved to be a valu
able method of developing ideas about the human body These two systems al
lowed the internal organs to be related among each other. and to be related to 
other parts of the body and to external phenomena that had already been classi
fied (the cardinal points, seasons, etc.) 

As I have already said, we cannot be qnite sure how the ancient Chinese built 
up their model of the body. The earliest statements considered authoritative are 
those of the Huang dt net Jing, which for centuries has been regarded as the 
foundation of Chinese medicine. The Huang dt net Jing was compiled from dif
ferent sources spanning several hundred years up to second century B.C. It is by 
no means systematic presentation of Chinese medical knowledge of the time, and 
it contains many contradictions in theory that were not resolved until later. Still, it 
is provides valuable documentation of the fomiatiYe stage of Chinese medicine. 

1J~t:i!~(iu'/if Nei Jing Statements on the Kidney 

&',i·r?r1J,Jt:<;1;Kl1U 9 
1/'-t,X·, UlL J:,t:fil'. :"_ 4, M 
µ2_:, irli -J 0f-~,l, 
~i'Uri1J~t:~1.JilliJ s : 
-iLJi'l}i, *'!;}(, ;Jc:'lJIJt -'lJ'f, 'Wltt·mi, tfrli'lJJI, 1ifLlf-
Jt{1Xi,%Jf, (1JtlU1'1.k, td1,f.ttt, Aiie l ) H'i'f, (10:i,J::g\t (t~h' 
~;r;, {1:in.J%111p, (1:~..W1J%ffl!, {-dlU~ lf, (1:11:.j()0., (1:,J,;f.0~l~. 
{i'i_ 'r(i 1;,l ;i:<;~ Ai ~:J 4 : 
tirt X, 1.k:11:t _i iti&, _tG!),J1t1~1rJ, 

The Huang di net jing described the yin-yang and five-phase relationships in a 
concrete rather than abstract manner, as we see in this sample of statements on 
the kidnev. 

These comments on the kidney and comments on the other major organs en
ables us to build up an overall understanding of the correspondences. 
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.Jj,l(H,ffl-~* Organ Classifications: 

~i ~§ff 

* Jjf IM'! 
:k ,L,, ;J\JJM-
L JJ$ Fl1 

f J 

~ Jjrp :kMJ 
7}( ~ Jlf/Jj'f, 

,C,,§~ =:,tt 

1ihi\lnHiTI~fff1* Five-Phase Classifications: 

* :k l &: ;}~ 

§l?.t:W: 
-Jr&. JR f¥f r:p jJ::Ef :1t 
ll¥Fai -'fS 6r:p BlJ::Ef BA fJl-'¥ 
tuD ff. ![ ~![ fk 1-
lift 1:: ~ 1t W1 
li~ ~ 'is 1t 4= • li~ .Mk ~ w m ~ 
li:6- ~ ~ ~ ffi §_ 

Ii#i J,~ $ 4 }.tJ 
'L 
t'!,t 

li~,{ ~~ ~ -'H /..,, -t:¼ * Jr.ff JEl 1J ,g fgi· Jjoj 

n-f3 - 'Ji; ~ E3 ~ Fl 

A.fl: 
11./li! H ;l,, /]$ nrti 1:oc 

ci 

J\/l)(.f Jli ;j\ljj B3 AJJM n~mt ~ 

J-f~rl'iI 1$ JlJ& ~ J/i t tt 
1.cr~ s ~ p • I} 

li~ -/;:7.. % EE ;/ff; ~ ,I.!.,'> Jl!.i' :n• P'f ~ tic ~ P$ 
]i!fi)J f,li if ;i II~ ~ 

Yin and yang are primarily used to establish relationships between the internal 
organs, such as between the liver and gallbladder, and between the kidney and 
bladder. The organs understood to be involved with the inner workings of the 
body were classified as yin (liver, heart, spleen, lung and kidney), while those 
more closely related to the exterior were classed as yang. The yang organs in
clude the organs of alimentary tract which was considered as a kind of interface 
with the exterior in the sense that food passing through it was considered as mat
ter from outside the body. The yang organs also include the bladder which is re
sponsible for storing urine and controlling ist discharge from the body. 
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The five phases (wood, fire, earth, metal, and water) are not to be understood 
as "elements" as in the Greek sense. The Chinese fi xing means movement. 
From the correspondences to cardinal points and to the seasons, we can see that 
they denote segments or phases of cycles. All the phenomena grouped together 
under one phase are seen to have common characteristics. 

We can make certain deductions from the Huang di nei Jing statements. If the 
kidney had been understood through anatomical investigations to be connected 
with the bladder, the association with water would be quite logical. Water's char
acteristic is that it flows downward. Using our imagination, we can see how this 
notion is related to winter. Water flowing down rivers ends its journey when it 
reaches the sea, just as the sequence of the seasons ends with winter. 

Winter is the time of storage, the time when all the forces of nature go into 
dormancy and when man has to store food for survival until cultivation can rebe
gin in the spring. This image would explain why the kidney, in addition to water 
metabolism, was also attributed the fonction of storing essence (:'frr Jing), the stuff 
necessary for the growth and development of the body, and for reproduction. In 
Chinese, essence and semen are the same word. 

The spleen and stomach belong to earth. The stomach receives food, and the 
spleen draws out nutrients. Just as the earth produces crops, so the spleen and 
stomach provide the body with nutrients. \Vhen the spleen and stomach are 
working properly, the flesh is full and the body healthy. 

These few examples should suffice to show something of logic of the Chinese 
approach to understanding the body. We can see clearly that the five phases ac
creted associations from all the things with which they were associated, helping 
to shed light on the workings of the organs in the absence of detailed anatomical 
findings. 

So far we have seen relationships established between various known phe
nomena. However, new entities were discovered. Perhaps the most important of 
these were the ~Mt Jing luo, the system of channels by which qi circulates 
around the body. The Jing luo (often called "meridians" in the West) and the qi 
that flows through them, have not been detected by modem science to this day. 

The discovery of the channels is something of a mystery. Some modem schol
ars believe that the channel system may have been first physically experienced 
through the practice of qigong. Others believe that it might have been discovered 
by the observing that reactive points or "holes" (fl:ul.) on the body assumed lin
ear formations. The latter view would appear more satisfying to the modem mind, 
but the earliest description of the channels contained no reference to points. 

Interesting for us as linguists is the notion put foward by the medical historian 
Professor Paul Unschuld that from the actual vocabulary of the channel system 
we can see that the Jing luo were conceived as being like a national system of 
waterways used for transportation. Although the literal meanings of the characters 
f.i'J{ and Mt are vague, and the main channels are given yin-yang desi1:,JJ1ations ct 
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~~ tai yang, ~I~ yang ming, etc.), nevertheless much of the vocabulary used in 
the description of the system suggests a clear analogy. 

#IMt!P]lfi The Terminology of the Channels and Network Vessels: 

.liljitut( Five transport holes: 

#1C Jing xue well hole 
~1C yingxue brook hole 
'® shu transport hole 
t.~1( Jing xue channel hole 
-g-;'C hexue confluence hole 

;t't {1!!. Other: 

1ftr ( '®) ';\ shu xue transport hole 
[IEfll!, qu chi Pool at the Bend (LI-11) 
Ril chize Cubit Marsh (LU-5) 
;}(31! shui dao Waterway (ST-28) 
?ifl~ yongquan Gushing Spring (Kl-1) 
yjji\: zhi gou Branch Ditch (TB-6) 

Unschuld remarks that this conception would have had a powerful attraction at a 
time when China was forming into a unified empire that depended heavily on an 
increasingly sophisticated transportation network. It is highly likely therefore that 
the social and economic world of China was instrumental in the discovery of the 
channel system. If the nation has a transport system, the body must have one too. 
This is quite feasible, especially when we consider the importance of analogical 
thinking in the yin-yang and five-phase systems. 

Importantly for our discussion, the evidence for this lies in the terminology. 
What are obviously metaphorical terms may reflect a deeper cognitive function of 
analogy. 

iJrJ ~ 4:.JJl!PX::51-1¥/ ttllfu Metaphors Naming Physiological Entities: 

fill- F9 
'Jt 

1¥r*t 
f.1-J!st 
1U1~t 

mmgmen 
sanJ,ao 
wei qi 
ying qi 
zheng qi 

zhenyuan 
yuan qi 
yuan qi 
zongq1 
jun huo 
long lei zhi huo 

life gate 
triple burner 
defense qi 
construction qi 
right qi ( contrasting the pathological $'~( 
xie qi) 
true origin 
source qt 
original qi 
ancestral qi 
sovereign fire 
dragon and thunder fire, i.e., the life gate 
fire 
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~·fm zongjin ancestral sinew 
~.:if{ gui tau "tortoise's head", balanus 
~p yin hu "yin door", the opening of the vagina 
;ff3(.z>zts: hou tian zhi ben the root of later heaven ( acquired constitu 

tion) 
JJII. '•'·' q'_ xue shi blood chamber 
fii~ sui hai sea of marrow 
.rfll.~ xue hai sea of blood 

yu hai sea of jade, i.e., the bladder 
Fiii( yuan xue source points 
~Ja,i:J yang ming yang brightness, the name of a channel 
ff/[![( dumai governing vessel 
H:Wf( ren mai controlling vessel 

Chinese medicine has developed a large number of "strictly technical terms", i.e., 
terms unfamiliar to the lay. Some denoted new concepts, while others were sim
ply epithets describing things that already had names. All these terms would ap
pear to be metaphors. 

We could make a distinction between the use of metaphor to describe formal 
characteristics and the use of metaphor to describe functional characteristics. Ex
amples of the first kind of metaphor in Western medicine would include 'mitral 
valve' fi~l'il?M seng mao ban and 'vagus (nerve)' ~j.Efljl~ mi zou shen jing, 
where the metaphor is based on some accidental similarity of physical features. 
An example of the second kind of metaphor is 'macrophage' eiif:!ll)Jrl ju sh1 xi 
bao, a cell which devours innocent bacteria. I would like to posit the notion that 
metaphors describing function tend to have a deeper cognitive value than those 
used simply to label formal characteristics. 

[Ajfi1~Zffi11~1,f•Hffi Two Categories oflntemal Organs: 

•= ~ /ll(J=)M 

In Chinese medicine, there is a considerable amount of metaphor describing 
functional characteristics. The internal organs classed as yin were given the ge
neric name of. zang from ~ 'storehouses', and those classed as yang were 
called r[i{,t Ju from M, 'collecting places'. Both these characters were used in an
cient texts to denote grain collection places. The internal organs of the body were 
considered as places where the resources vital to maintaining the health of the 
organism were processed and exchanged. Set against the back cloth of the chan
nel system, these two metaphors provide a further hint that the body was consid
ered as a large unified empire that relied on transportation and exchange of re
sources. 
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Jl.3015-t'E rt !¾tr Political Metaphor: 

,C.,,;!t At±Z 1:fili, f1!1HJlflLS. 
Hifi:\!'f, tH11¥Z'r'rt!!., rMifit-tU:s. 
Hf.ft ,IW• I Ct W ili, i'l!HtUJ ', .w. 
J~lA, 1j 11EZ'!Yili, 1Rjijfitl\ 
/l."f 1!1ff, 1:11'1!:Z'!'rfil, f{,,#&HL\~3. 
IN' \'J .fi·, fil'!fL2'.'i'(ill, Ii:i1tt1:.w. 
k!JM !/ , ,[ \1~-<'.'. rrili, fUiJJ ti\ ,W. 
7f .ri·, 11:s!tl'1\ti1,, 1Js1i :i :,1:;;. 
Jt.fi·, 1Rif1Z'1'fili, ;JciLJ/IU'.3. 

ff)'J/11t.fi, HI m;2.·1\ ill, Yl'if~:J1/x'.,w, ~HU!tJ H', it. 
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Another set of metaphors depicting the five zang as five officials responsible for 
some aspect of the functioning of the "nation-body" confirms a tendency to un
derstand the body through analo6,y with the social, economic, and political life of 
the nation. 

In this slide, we have examples of metaphor quite clearly intended to explain 
functions and relationships rather than serving to provide a name (the organs al
ready have names). 

tf.;#'l.ffflJ}jfJ~(t''./ lttlfitr Metaphor Describing Physiological Function: 

ijip~J.kL IJ»\{/t'i wei shw zht shang yuan 
the lung is the upper source of water 

nq1J.%:ft kZ-t: pt wet hou /tan zhi hen 
the spleen is the root of later heaven ( acquired constitution) 

'rf f.%9ck2.-t: shen wet xian tian zhi hen 
the kidney is the root of later heaven ( congenital constitution) 

'Mf.%~,t-2::. fl{ shen wei qi zht gen 
the kidney is the root of qi 

tt~liu.ZH~ qi wei xue zht shuat 
qi is the commander of the blood 

liu.f.%*iz /,]: xue wet qi zht mu 
blood is the mother of qi 

nl, JJ; If(£)[\. gan, qi hua zai zhao 
the liver, its bloom is in the nails 

,C.,, Jt 11't{1:1fif xtn, qi hua zat mian 
the heart, its bloom is in the face 

Mf, :J-tfc:-:r'EM gan, qt chong zaiJin 
the liver, its fullness is in the sinews 

'l.', JJ; ftJO!IR xin, qi chong zat mat 
the heart, its fullness is in the vessels 

ffrlif.t !pi,;i;:_fei wei hua gm 
the lung is the florid canopy 
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Hr/i~3lef.Z:1Jet wet qi zhi zhu 
the lung is the governor of qi 

~J;%;Jcfi~ shen wet shui zang 
the kidney is the water viscus 
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Metaphors explaining function and relationships are numerous in Chinese medi
cine. Here are a few examples. 

rr:tJQ;] Disease-Causing Entities: 

hul feng wind 
'/If. hem cold 
tf· shu summer heat 
/IJ sht dampness 
•t:Jt, zao dryness 
)<_ huo fire 

The borderline between reality observed and reality deduced through analo1:,iy is 
not always easy to draw. The Huang di net png states that wind, cold, summer
heat dampness, dryness, and fire are the source of the hundred disease. 

These terms all denote meteorological conditions. Fire in this context is a 
metaphor denoting unnatural heat at times of the year other than in the summer (it 
has other specific meamngs in Chinese medicine, which do not concern us here). 
The environmental conditions were believed capable of entering the body and 
cause illness characterized by symptoms similar to the environmental conditions 
themselves. For example, cold would give rise to si1:,'11s of cold in the body, fire to 
heat si1:,'11s, etc. The continuity of the disease-causing agent outside and within the 
body is deduced partlv on the basis of causality (symptoms arising after exposure 
to certain weather conditions) However, it is also partly deduced by analogy. 
"Wind," for example, has the qualities of being swift and changeable 
()<!ilfi i r1(1iii&-fu't) In view of this description, it was made accountable for dis
ease of sudden and violent onset (such as flu); it was made accountable for spasm 
and tremor (as if the limbs were being moved by wind), and it also provided an 
explanation for (since itching ollen changes its location) One wonders if these 
analogies would have suggested themselves so easily if it had not been for the 
abstract lin1:,'llistic formulation "swill and changeable". 

Jf;'f.:~%i-1W:f£111'10 Lt1111,1 Metaphor Describing Etiology: 

ii I :k I. k gem huo .1hang yan liver fire flaming upward 
l~{itl'ti\{/(: shi e re/11 dampness trapping hidden (deep-lying) heat 
*:1i/f; f /Jr/i /um x1c ke yufet cold evil settling in the lung 
#?0':!HW•L·l'L tan ::/1110 meng hi xin hao phlegm clouding the pericardium 

tan mt x111 qiao phle1:,'1T1 confounding the orifices of the hea11 
t3~ ·k I Jll tan huo .1hang rao phlegm-fire harassing the upper body 
;j(~:UJ,,:,L' shw qt /mg xin water qi intimidating the heart 
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~~-~ shu shi yu zheng depressed steaming summerheat-damp 
xMJ~ huo sheng xingjin exuberant fire tormenting metal 

Analogy and metaphor are not separated by a clear dividing line. In ,Chinese 
medicine, analogy as cognitive method and metaphor as means of expressmn seen 
to be woven together in the same fabric. 

Our discussion of metaphor has brought us through many aspects of medicine 
already. Two areas that we have not yet touched on are symptomatology and 
treatment In the language of symptoms, simple descriptive language plays a 
much greater role, very much as in Western medicine: ~~Ju zhang 'abdominal 
distention', !ifHi-fi 1011 tong 'headache'. 

~~ft~Jti¥J tt!ljt,j Metaphor in Symptomatology: 

~ffi-=t§· Jing mian she mirror tongue 
1iJlm chao re tidal fever 
l'&ff dao han "thief' sweating (night sweating) 
:fnJE.R@ shou WU zu dao "dancing arms and dancing legs" (flailing of the 

limbs) 
~ti; ~nf,-\!J Ja11c ru sui hair knotted in awns 
.{L1lihii hi kong zuo shan flaring nostrils 
ffiffi1itMJl\f ch, yinjie han petaled gums 
~kEtHll9J'. Juda zhang ru gu abdomen as a large as a drum 
fMtf ya tang duck's slop }#* ma mu "linen and wood" (numbness) 

However, just as Western medicine has its caput medusae and 'spider nevi', so 
Chinese medicine has gathered a variety of symptom metaphors over the centu
ries too (the list here actually includes a couple of similes among the metaphors). 

if!J~~1!1¥J lt!ljt,j Metaphors Naming Methods ofTreatment: 

n'Hk 6>1m tan roll phlegm 
J& F gong xia offensive precipitation 
flt~ I fa gan quell the liver 
~'k xie huo drain fire .f!i yang yin nourish yin 
r§ Jfil 1-t~ huo xue hua yu quicken the blood and transform stasis 
ffp~f yi gan repress the liver 
~e)i\, xi Jeng extinguish wind 
jj')i\,~* sou Jeng zhu han track wind and expel cold 
-t;;~li!.t!m qu wan chen cuo eliminate stale water 
~rttniJiJr Ju di chou xin raking firewood from beneath the cauldron 
f-'lli 7-)(fi f:J- zcng shui xing zhou refloat the 1:,rrounded ship, i.e., to free the 

stool by increasing fluid 
ti!ir}!t~ ti hujie gai lift the pot and raise the raise the lid 
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The language of treatment descriptive terminology is combined with a large ad
mixture of metaphor. 

3. Term, Object, and Concept 

Chinese medicine has a very distinctive terminology. However, we must be 
careful to distinguish the notion of "terminology" in the Chinese medical context 
from the term as used in the modern sciences. In Chinese medicine, there is no 
stringent relationship between term, concept, and object as there is in modem 
disciplines. 

The speculative nature of Chinese medicine appears at every turn. Chinese 
scholars here today at least, if not also the Western scholars among us, will be 
familiar with the formula li~~ wu ling san, which fortifies the spleen and dis
inhibits dampness (~n$)flj;l:~jian pi Ii shi). This formula is used to treat water
damp (7.ki:~ shui shi), accumulations of water and dampness in the body giving 
rise to such signs as reduced urination, fullness in the upper abdomen, and some
times vomiting of ingested fluids. 

The spleen is the organ that extracts the nutrients from ingested foods. It be
longs to earth in the five phases. and said to be 'averse to dampness' (#f;iM wu 
shi). It is therefore like agricultural land that likes to be kept well drained. Damp
ness and water accumulate in the earth and "clog it up". Fmtifying the spleen 
therefore is the action performed to allow make the spleen stronger in eliminating 
dampness. But as I have said the nature of dampness in the body is somewhat 
speculative. Furthermore, Western medicine also tells us that the spleen is not 
involved in the water metabolism. All we can know for sure is that li~~ wu 
ling san relieves the particular symptoms in question. 

A Japanese commentator of Oriental medicine, Shigehisa Kuriyama, has de
scribed Chinese medicine as "imaginary knowledge", a conceptual world that the 
student pentrates first the through the imagination. That this ima1orinery knowledge 
is a conceptual system could not be upheld without the meaning expressed 
through human language. 

This imaginative aspect of Chinese medicine sets it apart from crisp logic of 
modem disciplines founded on the scientific method. In modem tenninologies, 
the term is merely a conventional sign (preferably a mnemonic one) that simply 
labels the concept. Of course, this notion is not at all absent from Chinese medi
cine, but it was never pursued with the same insistence and perseverance as in 
modem disciplines. Witness to this fact in Chinese is the huge problem of poly
semy, i.e., terms being used in different senses at different times in history. 
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4. Practical Utility of Studying Chinese Medical Terminology 

Finally, a word should be said about the practical utility of studying Chinese ter
minology. Of course, we all know the study of terminology is necessary for the 
creation of dictionaries. In some fields, it also helps to standardize terminology. 

Until the modem era, there were no dictionaries of Chinese medicine. Now 
there is an impressive array of dictionaries, as well as concordances for specific 
classics. The latest Chinese medical dictionary, the Zhongyi da cidian contains 
over 30,000 entries. 

The nature of Chinese medicine poses a great challenge to terminographers. 
Unlike our modem sciences, Chinese medicine tolerated many different and 
conflicting theories about the body, and many different classifications of symp
toms and diseases. As a result, a vast amount of terms have accumulated over the 
centuries. The art of defining terms was never actively cultivated as it is now. 
Many terms have only rough definitions given them in the book in which they 
first appeared. Establishing clear definitions that reflect the use of terms in tradi
tional literature is therefore a difficult task. 

We also know that the study of terminology is beneficial in the transfer of 
technical knowledge from one language to another. 

In Chinese medicine, I propose that the study of terminology has a special 
value in the transfer of Chinese medical knowledge to the West. In view of the 
speculative nature of Chinese medicine, the term takes on a special importance in 
helping us to understand the concept when a concrete referent is absent. 

This is a matter that has been ignored by many translators, especially those 
who like to consider Chinese medicine as a "science" in the modern sense of the 
word. One little example should suffice to make my point. Chinese medicine has 
the concept of m'~ wei qi 'defense qi'. Being a form of qi, defense qi has no ac
tual object that we can study directly. We cannot remove defense qi from the 
body and view it under the microscope. But the name itself encapsulates the es
sence of the concept: a putative substance in the body, a force, that defends the 
body again invading evils or pathogens ($:$i xie qi). The term itself defines the 
concept for us, in other words, it tells how this entity was traditionally under
stood. Since the term constitutes major evidence of the concept, this evidence can 
only be transmitted in the translation process ifit is rendered literally. 

In this case, the literal translation is very helpful in correcting misunderstand
ings that can occur in the transmission of knowledge. Today, Chinese medicine is 
believed by many people in the West to be a holistic system whereby disease is 
understood only as an imbalance in the body. The term 'defense qi' tells us, on the 
contrary, that the Chinese understanding of disease includes the notion that body 
engages in an aggressive struggle against invading pathogens. This notion arose 
in China two thousand years before the development of bacteriology first gave 
rise to similar notions in the West. 
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5. Conclusion 

Since its beginnings over two thousand years ago, Chinese medicine as a theory
based medical system has undergone continual development into the present. It 
therefore offers a good opportunity to study the birth and development of a pre
modem language for special purposes (LSP) and terminology. 

The earliest extant texts of Chinese medicine explain medical ideas in rela
tively simple desciptive language with comparatively few strictly technical terms. 
Metaphor played an important role in naming phenomena in all aspects of medi
cine, but also in explaining medical ideas. After the initial formative period of 
Chinese medical thought, terminology tended to standardize around that of the 
early major classics. Consequently, many of the terms seen in modem literature 
of Chinese medicine have a long history. 

Although Chinese medical terminology bears many resemblences to termi
nologies in modem disciplines as regards the formation of terms, the relationship 
of terms to their objects and concepts has never achieved the same stringency as 
in the modem sciences. Over the centuries, terms have constantly been redefined 
or accreted new meanings. It was only with the impact of Western learning in this 
century that the first real lexicographical works started to appear. The most re
cently published dictionary of Chinese medicine contains over 30,000 entries, 
showing that Chinese medicine has a large vocabulary. However, problems still 
remain in selecting and defining terms from the vast corpus of literature that has 
accumulated over the centuries. 




